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ABSTRACT

Genetic algorithm is a soft computing method that works on set of solutions. These solutions are called chromosome and the best one is the absolute solution of the problem. The main problem of this algorithm is that after passing through some generations, it may produce some chromosomes that had been produced in some generations ago that causes reducing the convergence speed. From another respective, most of the genetic algorithms are implemented in software and few works have been done on hardware implementation. Our work implements genetic algorithm in hardware that doesn’t produce chromosome that had been produced in previous generations. In this work, most of genetic operators are implemented without producing iterative chromosomes and genetic diversity is preserved. Genetic diversity causes that not only don’t this algorithm converge to local optimum but also reaching to global optimum. Without any doubts, proposed approach is so faster than software implementations. Evaluation results also show the proposed approach is faster than hardware ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Genetic algorithm is a soft computing method that works on set of solutions. Each of these solutions are called chromosome and each population consists of a certain number of them. By applying some operators like selection, crossover, and mutation on the chromosomes of current population, the next generation is produced.

In the GA explained above, it is observed that by passing through a number of generations some chromosomes may be produced that are the same as the chromosomes in the previous generations. It is clear that these chromosomes are not suitable ones because they were eliminated in the previous generations because of low fitness value. The main problem of these chromosomes is increasing calculations of each generation because GA operators in current generation are applied on chromosomes that were produced and deleted in the previous generations [1].

This process also causes decreasing of convergence speed toward problem solutions. Assume two individuals in generation N; produce two offspring by applying crossover and mutation. Now in generation N+1, if these two offspring recombine together, it may be produced chromosomes that are similar to ones in generation N, consider the Figure 1 [1].
In [1] individuals are divided into two groups namely, chromosomes and ovums. In order to prevent from producing of iterative individuals, the recombination of the same sex individuals is forbidden. Also, the parent of each individual together with grandparent and third-ancestor are put in the individual’s structure. Figure 2 shows the individuals structure presented in [1]. In this method, the follow recombination is denied to avoid from producing of repeated individuals.

- parent (ovum) = parent (chor)
- parent (ovum) = grand parent (chor)
- parent (ovum) = grand-grand parent (chor)
- ovum be in the previous generations of chor
- chor be in the previous generations of ovum
- parent (ovum) = parent (chor)
- parent (chor) = grand parent (ovum)
- parent (chor) = grand-grand parent (ovum)
- chor = ovum
Therefore, selection algorithms related to ovum and chromosome are changed as following.

**Algorithm 1.** Pseudo code relating to chromosome selection.

```
I. Select (Chromosome)
II. Move Chromosome to the intermediate generation to crossover
```

```
select
    Select (ovum)
    if parent (ovum) = parent (chromosome) OR
    parent (ovum) = grand parent (chromosome) OR
    parent (ovum) = grand-grand parent (chromosome) OR
    chromosome = ovum OR
    vice versa
    then
    Repeat from first line ‘select another ovum’
    else
    DELETE (ovum)
    move ovum to the intermediate generation to be crossover with chor that selected in algorithm 1
```

**Algorithm 2.** Pseudo code relating to ovum.

Also in [1], the recombination method put the information of recombined individuals into next stage of produced individuals. Figure 3 shows the process of crossover method.
For another respective, almost all of the genetic algorithms are implemented in software. But in this work, we propose parallel architecture of hardware for above mentioned genetic algorithm and compare it with previous works. The evaluation results show the usefulness of the researchers enterprise work. Previous works [1,2,4,5] can be divided into three categories. 1- Those that implement fitness function on hardware and other parts of genetic algorithm like crossover, mutation, and selection in software. The disadvantage of this method is that hardware depends on a problem. 2- Those that implement fitness on software and other operators in hardware. In this method hardware is independent of a problem but the running time is increased [6,7]. 3- Those that implement both fitness and operators in hardware [2,4,16]. In this work, we proposed an approach that improves this type of method for new approach to standard genetic algorithm [1]. This paper divided into 5 sections. In section 2, the proposed approach is described and in section 3, architectures of genetic operators are explained. Sections 4, 5 evaluate the results and draw some conclusion, respectively.

2. OVERALL VIEW OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The difference of genetic algorithm with other soft-computing methods is individuals’ representation. Individuals in genetic algorithm are a stream of binary bits that are very attractive to hardware implementation. The selection, crossover, and mutation are generic operators and never depend on the problem types. These characteristic make them easy to implement. The main problem of implementing of genetic algorithm is fitness function. For this reason, to calculate it, hardware of neural networks is used [2,9,10]. Ideal estimation of each individual can be obtained using this network. Another reason to use neural network to compute fitness is its simplicity and stochastic representation of signals that reduces the
hardware area. In figure 4 the overall view of proposed approach is showed. Genetic operators of this architecture are as follow.

- Selection operator: Rolette wheel & tournament
- Crossover operator: single point & two-point
- Mutation operator: bit complement
- Replacement operator: steady state & generalization

The main and novel contribution of this work consists of using all genetic operators in hardware implementation without producing repeated individuals in alternative generations. Hardware implementations of these operators are described in section 3. The main advantage of this architecture over previous works [16] is using fitness of next generation in replacement operator to avoid re-computing of fitness function in each generation. For this reason, fitness of each chromosome is kept in bank of registers and individuals’ fitness of next generation is provided as input. It is necessary to remind that each register of register bank involve all part of individual structure mentioned above. When replacement operator is steady state and the fitness of input chromosomes are greater than ones that kept in the register bank, the input chromosomes are replaced. It should be noted that Fitness of each chromosome in the first population is considered as 0 [1].

Figure 4. Overall view of architecture [2].
3. OPERATORS ARCHITECTURE

The architectures of selection, crossover, and mutation operators and shard memory are described in this section.

A. shared memory for generational population

All of the chromosomes are kept in synchronized bank of registers. Each register keeps individuals as described in Figure 2. These registers can be updated and written. The registers can be written by the following steps.

1- Whenever the comparator output is 0 and replacement operator is generality.
2- Whenever the comparator output is 0 and replacement operator is steady state and fitness measurements of chromosome in next generation are greater than one in current generation.

It is necessary bearing in mind that the output of comparator is 0 if the number of generation (gene) is greater than counter or fitness of all chromosomes is less than fitness. In such condition genetic algorithm continues to work and current generation is replaced by next generation.

B. Random number generator

This generator is used to produce crossover & mutation probability. In this work linear feedback shift register are used. More details about random number generator can be found in [11,12].

C. Roulette selection components

In this subsection the roulette operator is elaborated. Inputs of this component are generational chromosomes (I_1, I_2, ..., I_n), fitness function (F_1, F_2, ..., F_n), and cumulative sum of these fitness. This component selects two individuals and passes it to crossover unit. The hardware of this component is easy to implement. For more details see [1,16].

D. Tournament selection component

One of the novel contributions of this work is tournament operator. This component takes several chromosomes together with their fitness and their information and output the fittest one that not satisfy any of the following conditions.

- parent (ovum) = parent (chor)
- parent (ovum) = grand parent (chor)
- parent (ovum) = grand-grand parent (chor)
- ovum be in the previous generations of chor
- chor be in the previous generations of ovum
- parent (chor) = parent (ovum)
- parent (chor) = grand parent (ovum)
- parent (chor) = grand-grand parent (ovum)
- chor = ovum

Algorithm 3 shows the hardware algorithm of this unit.
1. Choose 3 individuals in the population
2. Compare them according to their fitness’s
3. Output the best one to individual 1
4. Repeat step 1 to 3 to select the second one
5. If two selected individuals don’t satisfy any of the conditions, put them into final individual 1 and final individual 2

**Algorithm 3.** Algorithm of tournament selection.

**Figure 5.** Architecture of tournament selection.
In this algorithm, three chromosomes are selected and raced to be one of the individual intermediate generations. This routine is also repeated to select the second chromosome. The hardware implementation of this component is shown in Figure 5. Finally, if the selected individuals don’t have any above mentioned properties, they are selected and put into final individual 1 and final individual 2.

The synchronized bank of registers that keep the individuals are input of the multiplexers, comp unit compare the fitness of these chromosomes and also relationships between them. After passing from these steps, comp unit outputs the number of those individuals. This number is applied to selection signal of multiplexer in the middle of the Figure 5. In other word, the appropriate chromosome is selected and sent to individual 1. The same process is repeated for selecting ovum. After that, the properties of two individuals are compared to judge about their relationship. In this research iterative process is implemented using state machine (controller) [1,16].

E. Crossover component

Another contribution of this work is implementing a unit for new crossover using both one point and also two-point recombination. To crossover correctly, the Random Number Generator produce a random number say \( p \). If \( p < \mu_{\text{rate}} \) then crossover operator is applied. In the case that crossover applied, the bits of the less significant half of the randomized number is used as the first crossover point and the most significant part as the second one. It should be reminded that in the single-point crossover, the bits of the most significant part are considered as 0. Finally, the information of selected individuals are shifted to next stage of produced individuals like as Figure 2. Figure 6 shows the hardware implementation of crossover.

\[ \text{Figure 6. Hardware of crossover operator.} \]

In this hardware if the value of two-point register be one, two-point crossover is applied; otherwise, one-point crossover is applied.

F. mutation components

This component has architecture like as crossover. To implement this component, a random number is produced using Random Number Generator. When this value is less than \( \mu_{\text{rate}} \), the mutation operator is applied. For more detail see [1,16].
G. Fitness components

For the reason that the fitness function will not be depending on a problem, the neural network is used to estimate fitness measure [10] in this work. In [10] neural network has been implemented using stochastic signals and therefore reduces very significantly the hardware area required for the network. For the genetic hardware implementation, the number of input neurons is the same as the size of individuals in population. The output neuron is augmented with a shift register to store the final result. The training phase is supposed to be performed before the first use within the hardware genetic algorithm.

4. EVALUATION RESULTS

Hardware for new genetic algorithm was simulated and then programmed into a Sparatan3 Xilinx FPGA [13]. To assess and evaluate of proposed architecture, the function in [14] was used to maximize. This function was also used in previous works to evaluate their hardware implementation for genetic algorithm. This function is as follows.

\[
F(x,y) = 21.5 + x \sin(4\pi x) + y \sin(2\pi y) \\
-3.9 \leq x \leq 12.1 \\
4.1 \leq y \leq 5.8
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

It is clear that this function is not easy to maximize and is a very attractive metric to evaluate and assess of proposed approach. The evaluation results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Area*Time</th>
<th>Absolute Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software approach</td>
<td>42300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>860200</td>
<td>38.8211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>411916</td>
<td>38.8214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Approach</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>382634</td>
<td>38.8476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table the area is expressed in terms of CLBs and the time is in second, also previous works including the software and hardware implementation and our proposed approach have been compared.

The advantage of hardware approach to software approach is speed up. Therefore, in this work, besides software implementation, hardware implementations are studied and evaluated. It is clear that the area required by this work is more than [5,15,16]. From another respective, our proposed hardware is faster than [1,15] and also approximately is faster than [16]. The main advantage of proposed approach over [15,16] is applying almost all of the
genetic operators that result in genetic diversity. In the [16] only roulette selection, two-point crossover and mutation have been implemented, but in our work and [1] not only have been these operators implemented but also tournament, one-point crossover, and steady state replacement have been designed and implemented. In our work, unlike [1,5,15,16] producing of the iterative chromosome is avoided that causes this approach to increase in convergence speed in comparison to other approaches [1,5,15,16]. In our work like [1] the operators can be changed in the next generation by changing a value of corresponding registers i.e. genetic diversity is respected. For example, in one generation, tournament selection, two-point crossover, and general replacement may be used and in next generation roulette selection, one-point crossover, and steady-state replacement be used. This diversity is implemented neither in [15] nor in [16].

5. CONCLUSION

Genetic algorithm is an attractive method that used to solve NP-hard problems. It is observed that by passing through some generation, it may be produced some chromosome that were produced in some generation ago. Therefore some methods are required to solve this problem. By putting ancestor information of each produced chromosome in its structure, this difficulty can be curable. From another respective, genetic algorithm is usually implemented in software and less works have been done to implement this algorithm in hardware. The main and novel contribution of this work is implementing almost all of the genetic operators that result in genetic diversity without producing of iterative individuals. In previous researches that work on hardware genetic algorithm, some of these operators are implemented and some of them are not implemented in hardware. To evaluate fitness measurements, neural network has been used and shown area required using this approach is significantly decreased in compare to previous works. In spite of previous works, proposed architecture preserve genetic diversity that causes to speed up in our architecture. From evaluation results can be drawn a conclusion that by changing genetic operators in specific conditions, convergence speed is significantly increased. For example, when some chromosome are produced in alternate generations, changing one-point crossover to two-point decreases production of these chromosome and improve genetic diversity and convergence speed. Evaluation results show advantage of our proposed architecture over previous works.
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